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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.12 

 

General 

 AFOG-9AUCQY - A previously highlighted hyper link disappeared when you deleted text in the text editor in 
the following procedures: Update Instruction, the CRM tab in Update Customer and the SRM tab in the 
Update Supplier. 

 AFOG-9B2AJV - The start time for the background calculation for the Start page has been shifted by 15 
minutes to avoid calculation near full hour. 

 KJAN-9BFCC6 - The performance is improved in the Flow Analysis – Manufacturing, Flow Analysis – 
Purchase and Flow Analysis – Sales procedures. 

 AFOG-9BLH23 - Improvements are made in the document viewer in order to display PDF- and Word files 
better. 

 JEDS-9BMGZ3 - News: A new tab with settings for PDF in the Properties for Document Viewer 
procedure is added. You will find the procedure under the menu Settings when you are logged on as 
ADMIN and have a Document viewing window open. 

Manufacturing 

 LÅPN-89TFTE - The date format always became YYWWD in the Post-Calculation Selection procedure, 
classified on Work center and list type Standard. 

 JLIN-8RCLBJ - The function to paste a Customer selection didn’t work in the Post-Calculation Selection 
procedure. 

 RDJF-9ABGAE - Materials with planned quantity 0, which were recorded with reported quantity 0, gave no 
reported material cost in the Post Calculation Selection procedure, if the material was valuated to 
current price. This error occurred even if another material was linked to the operation and that material 
had reported costs. 

 FPEN-9AYBXZ - Default values in fields that only were available when classifying on Part number wasn’t 
loaded in the Post-Calculation Selection procedure. 

 JLÖR-9AZJB6 - A program error occurred in the Pick List (manufacturing) procedure if material had No 
Stock update and negative balance wasn’t allowed. 

 SSTG-9B9JQ8 - The list type Total/month in the Manufacturing Order Log procedure displayed result for 
all operations even if the check box Only subcontracts was selected. Now, only the Total of the subcontract 
operations will be displayed in this list. 

 ÖBRN-9BDHLY - If a Manufacturing order was linked to a Project and you added a material to the order in 
the Material Reporting procedure, the project number wasn’t displayed in the Inventory log. 

Purchase 

 BKNN-8VAB4X - During certain circumstances it could be incorrect exchange rate during linking of supplier 

invoices, if they were in another currency than the system currency and was included in a payment plan. 

 SHYS-95JHA8 - The Confirmation LB/FB procedure can manage Handelsbanken’s semicolon separated 
files in CSV format. Before these files can be loaded, you need to set the setting "International payment 
format – confirmation" on CSV (Handelsbanken). You will find the setting in on the System tab in the 
Settings procedure.  

 CSIG-98UAPB - Arrived qty wasn’t displayed on the printout of the type Label Transport label (Crystal 
Reports form) in the Arrival Reporting procedure. This error could only occur if the Part never had an 
Alternate unit registered. 
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 SSÖG-9AHK7E - When importing Order confirmations by using Drag and drop in the Register Purchase 
Order procedure, an unnecessary message about status already has status order confirmed, even if it just 
were updated on another order row during this import. 

 MARN-9ALEW3 - The Print Delivery Schedules procedure could sort the printouts incorrectly with the 
alternative Sort by part. 

 KFTM-9ASFRQ - It wasn’t possible to change to the payment method AB in list type Settings in the 

Supplier List procedure. 

 JLIN-9B6G22 - If you in the Update prices window (in the Register Supplier Invoice or Register 
Purchase Order procedures) had created a supplier link for a part that didn’t have any previous supplier 
links, then the supplier didn’t become active. 

Sales 

 SSTG-8N6EM3 - If you blocked or entered a message on a customer, some fields in the Customer Info 
procedure was hidden. Now the information about messages and blocks is moved in order to make all 
information in the procedure visible. 

 SSÖG-95SGN9 - During import of Fictitious Parts in the Import EDI Orders procedure, the underlying row 
type 6 rows lost its quantity if you after saving changed period and saved again. 

 JLIN-999B8Y - The validation on Seller wasn’t good enough in some procedures in the Sales module. 

 SSÖG-9AEKBG - If you changed your mind and set 0 quantity on a Fictitious Part in the Delivery 
Reporting procedure, the quantity on the underlying parts were not reset. 

 FOHN-9AM8QJ - News: Now Import Kanban can be logged in the Historical Events procedure 

 KFTM-9ASFXP - If you had a comment on a Customer invoice, the comment wasn’t displayed in the 
Payment Matching procedure. 

 JLIN-9ATHN3 - Update of Requested period in the Register Customer Order procedure didn’t work 
correctly. 

 FOHN-9ATJ5R - News: Now it’s possible to use Apport Print Server to create shipments in the Print 
Shipping Documents procedure. This allows users of Apport.net access to new freight services and a new 
type of integration that previously wasn’t available. 

 MARN-9AXDB5 - If you used Crystal Reports forms for Order confirmation and had the form setting "Show 
incl. VAT", the text Excl. VAT was incorrectly displayed on the form. 

 FOHN-9AZD3G - News: If you use the Print Shipping Documents procedure and send advice by 
Apport.net, it’s now possible to use the Additional services: G7, G10 and G12 for DHL Paket, DHL Pall and 
DHL Stycke. 

 FOHN-9B2CAV - DHL Economy Select can no longer be advised by FRADOK in the Print Shipping 
Documents procedure. 

 LAHM-9B7FXH - You could make changes in invoice basis with status 9 in the Register Invoices Directly 
procedure if you adjusted order rows and then sent the invoice by e-mail. 

 KFTM-9BAB87 - Invoicing charges didn’t work properly when you used foreign currency and Crystal Reports 
invoice forms. 

 SSTG-9BE9C2 - The Tab order is changed on the Rows tab in the Register Customer Order procedure. 
This change only applies systems with the supplements Customer Order Transfer and Product Configurator. 

Inventory 

 JWEN-893AU3 - An information message will now be displayed if you try to register basic data without 
entering a nonconformity type in the Register Basic Data procedure. 

 SSTG-8UYA47 - The first letter in the heading Continuous Physical Inventory – List wasn’t displayed. 
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 BSAN-985DBN - It wasn’t possible to make printouts from the Preview tab in the following procedures: 
Activity Reporting, Activity Summary and Cost of Poor Quality, because the Printer dialogue was 
missing. 

 JLIN-98MB32 - The list type Only total in the Cost of Poor Quality procedure, didn’t display 
nonconformities that were without registered costs on the Costs tab in the Register Nonconformity 
procedure. Now the list also will display Nonconformities without any costs registered on the Costs tab. 

 JLIN-98SG7X - The users Default reference was always used as reference on Purchase orders created in 
the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. Now the procedure will use the reference you select in the 
Search form. 

 BSAN-98ZG2E - The new PopUp Location name sometimes was displayed in systems with the supplement 
Stock Location System (adaptation no. 105). 

 MARN-9AH9WD - It was possible to enter more than allowed 12 characters in the Location name field in 
some procedures and the message "Incorrect value, try again!" was displayed. 

 MARN-9ALAUV - The Rescheduling Suggestion – Out procedure didn’t work properly and an error 
message was displayed if there were parts with several supplier links to the same supplier. 

 FPEN-9ARH7N - If the responsible user was removed from the Users register, the External comment wasn’t 
displayed on the Form Response or the activities on the Form Confirmation for Customer nonconformities 
in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 JELA-9AUGR3 - The combination list type Additional name with the selection alternative Supplier code 
didn’t work in the Part List – Inventory procedure. 

 FPEN-9AYGUD - It wasn’t possible to enter more than 5-6 characters in the Location field without widening 
the field in the Move Stock Balance procedure. 

 JLIN-9BDJLW - Stock orders didn’t set any lead time (transport time) on the incorporated parts in a 
Fictitious Part. 

 FPEN-9BEGGN - Customer selection was missing in the Search Form in the Product Register List 
procedure. In addition was the option "Copy customers to selection" missing in the lists Info menu. 

Workshop Info 

 BSAN-8TRDKU - List type Only addition in the Recording List procedure only displayed integers in the 
Quantity column. The column Amount however calculated with the correct number of figures. Now hours 
will be displayed with two decimals. 

 JLIN-998GLT - During salary export to AGDA, the export file could miss information about continuous 
absence when the Salary period started on a weekend. 

 JLIN-9BFAHK - If you had set that material should be withdrawn when an operation is started in the 
Recording Terminal procedure, the material withdrawal became incorrect if you reported this operation in 
the Operation Reporting or Comprehensive Reporting procedures. All partial reportings made in the 
Recording Terminal procedure thereafter made new material withdrawals equal to the partial reported 
material. 

Accounting 

 KFTM-8RBBYL - The Quantity wasn’t displayed on the printout in the Register Vouchers procedure. 

 LAHM-95HK2G - If you translate a name on an account in the Chart of accounts, the translation will only 
be made in the current year and not retroactively. 

 ÖBRN-99B9KL - A correction is made in the Polish procedures VAT Report – Sales and VAT Report – 
Purchase. Some invoices could display differences between the invoices total VAT amount and the VAT 
amounts per VAT rate. 
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 LREM-99EJ9U - News: Now you can use AutoAllocations on Projects in a new way. If you deselect the 
Setting "AutoCoding/AutoAllocation at account level?" it is possible to enter AutoAllocations on sub-levels 
eg. CC, CU and Project. If you want to make AutoAllocations on a project you have until now needed to 
create a new AutoAllocation for every project. Now you only need an AutoAllocation registered on the 
account and CC/CU, if any. If you, when coding, enter an account with an AutoAllocation and include a 
project, the AutoAllocation will also include the project. 

 ÖBRN-9ALBVL - The Report Generator procedure didn’t take the OB (Opening balance) on project level. 
This error occurred on the Balance Report classified on Project. 

 ÖBRN-9AS9QQ - If you imported a SIE file, the information text displayed that it was a salary file even if it 
was another type of file. This could occur in the Import / Export SIE procedure. 

General Settings 

 JELA-999GVC - If you had "Use associated program" activated for a specified file type in the Document 
Viewer Exception procedure, it wasn’t possible to deselect this setting and save a selected path to a 
program instead of the file type. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Document 
Viewing. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9ADEXA - Information about who reset the ledger and when it was done was missing on printouts 
from the Reprint Log Ledger procedure. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-8ZZANV - It wasn’t possible to leave the field Default value empty in the Variables procedure. This 
error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


